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The consistent background
color preference highlights
the personality in the lined
seahorse, Hippocampus erectus

Siping Li, Xin Liu, Tingting Lin, Dong Zhang* and Xiong Zou

Key Laboratory of Inland Saline-alkaline Aquaculture, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, East
China Sea Fisheries Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Fishery Sciences, Shanghai, China
Background color in aquaculture has been paid more attention due to the effect

on fish growth, survival, health, and reproduction. In the present study, we

evaluated the background color preference of the lined seahorse (Hippocampus

erectus) and its relationship with personality. Preference was assessed over 10

consecutive days through allowing the lined seahorse to freely choose six

different colored compartments, i.e., white, red, green, black, yellow, and blue

backgrounds. To minimize the spurious preference response, the individual

preference index (PI) was applied to calculate the preference intensity of the

background colors. Preference reliability was further verified by a binary choice

test through the choice for the most preferred or non-preferred color.

Preference consistency under stress situation was assessed by a “knock-at-

the-door” test as confining the seahorse in a transparent circle after a 30-s air

exposure and measuring the proportion of knock toward different colored

backgrounds. The personality was conjointly analyzed by new environment

test and novel object test. Overall, the lined seahorse showed a general

preference for white and blue while avoidance of black and red backgrounds

at either unstressed or stressed situations. The shyer the seahorse was, the more

preference for white background it displayed. Thus, white and blue background

colors are recommended for culturing the lined seahorse. Furthermore, white

color preference is a potential indicator in personality study of the lined seahorse.

KEYWORDS

the lined seahorse, background color, preference, fish personality, welfare condition
Introduction

Color patterns in the surroundings can be detected by fish via the visual pigments.

Fishes use color vision to see prey against a variety of backgrounds and to detect potential

mates and predators (Lythgoe and Partridge, 1989; Neumeyer, 1992; Espmark et al., 2000;

Losey et al., 2003; Bowmaker et al., 2007). On the other hand, color sources, including
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light color and background color, prominently affect fishes’

physiological–behavioral processes, such as in relieving stress

(Barcellos et al., 2009; Karakatsouli et al., 2010; Maia and

Volpato, 2013), food intake (Spence and Smith, 2008; Volpato

et al., 2013), growth (Ruchin, 2004; Karakatsouli et al., 2007),

survival (Barcellos et al., 2009; Kang and Kim, 2013a), and

reproduction (Volpato et al., 2004). Background color has

been paid more attention in fish culture, as regards to the

growth rate and fish welfare (Karakatsouli et al., 2007; Strand

et al., 2007; Kang and Kim, 2013a; Kang and Kim, 2013b). For

example, white background was recommended in flounder and

the Eurasian perch culture to obtain a better growth rate

(Tamazouzt et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2007; Sunuma

et al., 2009).

The ability to sense the color enables fishes to make a choice

for a preferred or avoided color. Similar to motivation for an

essential resource in animals (Mason et al., 2001; Asher et al.,

2009; Houpt, 2012), animals should have a motivation for

choosing a favorable background color in captivity. For

example, the rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) was more

motivated to access to blue background—a strongly preferred

color (Maia et al., 2017). Generally, preference behaviors are

consistent across time and vary among individuals, such as

mating preference in the sand goby (Pomatoschistus minutus)

and the treehoppers (Enchenopa binotata) (Lehtonen and

Lindstrom, 2006; Fowler-Finn and Rodriguez, 2013). It is

probably similar in color preference (Maia et al., 2017).

In human beings, the relationship between color preference

and personality has been studied intensively (Birren, 1973;

Stimpson and Stimpson, 1979; Nikolaenko and Ostrovskaia,

1989; Fetterman et al., 2015; Tao et al., 2015). Personality is

defined as the inter-individual variation in behavior,

characterized as stability through time and/or consistency

across situations (Réale et al., 2007; Kaiser and Müller, 2021).

In another word, color preference could be a personality trait as

well if it was consistent across time and situations. It is

interesting to know whether there is a relationship between

color preference and personality in animals. Animal personality

highlights the difference in physiology and behaviors, e.g., bold

fishes with high adrenergic axis activity and low hypothalamo–

pituitary–interrenal axis activity are more active and more likely

to explore novel environments or objects versus shy fish

(Sneddon, 2003; Sih et al., 2004; Carere et al., 2005; Thomson

et al., 2011). Investigating whether bold–shy personality

participates in fishes’ color choice would further provide

insights into understanding fitness of color preference in fishes.

Seahorses are a valuable traditional Chinese medicine and

fascinated aquarium fishes. All 53 recognized seahorse species

were listed on Appendix II of the Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, due to

overexploitation of the wild populations to meet growing

demands in traditional Chinese medicine and ornamental

markets (Vincent, 1996; Lourie et al., 1999). The commercial
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culture of seahorses has advanced significantly in the past 15 years

to meet growing demands. More than 10 seahorse species have

been reared successfully in captivity, such as Hippocampus

abdominalis (Woods 2000; Woods, 2003), H. comes (Job et al.,

2006), H. erectus (Correa et al., 1989; Scarratt, 1995; Lin et al.,

2008, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010),H. kuda (Job et al., 2002; Lin et al.,

2006; Lin et al., 2007), H. reidi (Olivotto et al., 2008), H.

subelongatus (Payne and Rippingale, 2000), H. guttulatus

(Faleiro et al., 2008; Miquel et al., 2008), and H. trimaculatus

(Sheng et al., 2006). The lined seahorse (H. erectus) has been

considered as one of the best seahorse species for large-scale

culture due to its good characteristics in growth, eurytherm, and

high disease resistance (Zhang et al., 2010; Qin et al., 2016; Qu

et al., 2016). Color preference offishes in aquaculture is paid more

attention (Li et al., 2016; Maia et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021),

however, only a few studies in seahorse. For example, the juveniles

of the yellow seahorse (H. kuda) cultured in darker tank color had

higher growth rate (Pawar et al., 2011), and mixed colors (green

and orange, and green and red) resulted in higher survival than a

single background color in the lined seahorse (Lin et al., 2009).

Recently, our work revealed that the survival rate of the larval

lined seahorse under blue and gray tanks with light intensity of

200–700 Lux was 72.0% and 49.6%, respectively (Zhang et al.,

2020). Although the limited information tells us that background

color should be important to culture the lined seahorse, we still do

not know which background color should be chosen in practice;

actually, gray, black, and white tanks provided by manufacturers

are normally used in farms.

The main aim of the present study is to identify background

color preference in the lined seahorse under unstressed and

stressed situations and to explore the effect of personality on the

color preference in the species. The present study would guide

the application of background color in seahorse culture practice.

Moreover, color preference could be used as a potential indicator

in personality study of the lined seahorse. In the present study,

we analyzed the color preference of individual adult lined

seahorse by preference index (PI). PIs calculation is a history-

based method to necessarily represent the consistent preference

response over time and can minimize the influence of possible

stress or other momentary reaction that may lead to the spurious

preference response (Maia and Volpato, 2016; Maia et al., 2021).

A binary choice test and a “knock-at-the-door” test were

conducted to further complement the preference reliability and

consistence, respectively.
Materials and methods

Animal culture and experimental
conditions

The 3-month-old lined seahorses (Hippocampus erectus

Perry, 1810) (wet weight, 3.05 ± 1.07 g; height, 9.07 ± 0.94
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cm) for the experiment that was conducted in December 2021

were bred at the Qionghai Research Center of the East China Sea

Fisheries Research Institute, Hainan, China. The experimental

seahorses were kept in a flow-through fiberglass tank (4 × 2 × 1

m) with light gray background. Seawater was sand-filtrated and

ultraviolet-sterilized. Salinity, temperature, light intensity, and

photoperiod were 32‰, 23°C–25°C, 800–1,000 Lux, and 13-h

light:11-h dark (natural photoperiod), respectively. Transparent

plastic tube was provided as holdfast. The seahorses were fed

twice a day with frozen mysis (Neomysis awatschensis)

purchased from a harvester/supplier located in Wudi County,

Shandong Province, China. A total of 32 seahorses were tested

for the background color preference. The seahorses were selected

randomly from the holding tank and cultured individually in

glass tanks (45 × 45 × 20 cm) a week prior to test. These flow-

through glass tanks had the same culture conditions as in the

holding tank, and each tank was labeled to mark the individual

seahorses. All seahorses were handled in accordance with the

IACUC #160413 established by the Chinese Academy

of Sciences.
Background color preference
test procedures

Blue, red, yellow, and green are the colors normally provided

in fish color preference test (Maia and Volpato, 2016; Maia et al.,
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
2017; de Abreu et al., 2020), and black and white are the most

common colors used in seahorse farms. Thus, six colors, i.e.,

blue, red, yellow, green, white, and black, were tested. The test

tank was divided into six equal compartments colored with

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tape of six corresponding colors

(Figure 1A). For the color preference test, seahorses were

individually transferred daily with a 250-ml beaker into a

transparent plastic cylinder of 18 cm in diameter, which was

placed in the central of the test tank. After 5 min of acclimation

to minimize the possible spurious stress reactions, the seahorse

was released from the cylinder to allow the seahorse moving at

will. The seahorse’s color choices among the six compartments

were recorded for 1 h by a monitor (EZVIZ Company, Hanzhou,

China) mounted on a custom-built wood frame. All seahorses

were active to make a choice between the six colored

compartments during the entire one test hour. The test was

run for 10 days, including an acclimation phase, i.e., the first 3

days, and a test phase, i.e., the following 7 days. During the test

phase, the total time (min) that individual seahorse visited each

colored compartment was registered for calculating PI of each

color. The entrance was defined as the whole body got inside a

colored compartment.

Daily test was conducted in eight test tanks, i.e., eight

seahorses were tested each batch, from 8:00 to 14:00 to ensure

that the seahorse was in active status. Handling procedures were

the same for the two phases. After the daily test, each seahorse

was returned to the respective glass tank. All seahorses were fed
A B

FIGURE 1

Top view of the aquaria for the background color preference test (A) and binary choice test (B). (A) The colored PVC adhesive tape (white, blue,
yellow, black, green, and red) was used to cover the aquaria area, and identical colored foam boards (40 × 35 cm) were used to divide the tank
into individual compartments. In the center, the gray color presented the central compartment for seahorse introduction and acclimation. The
water column was 25 cm in depth and 100 cm in diameter. (B) The test aquarium was in “Y” shape. On the one side, the long route was in “V”
shape, covered with black PVC tape (III). On the other side, two choice compartments were covered by blue or red PVC tape to create the most
preferred or the most non-preferred option (I or II), respectively. The water column was 15 cm in depth.
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at least 2 h before the test to eliminate the feeding effect on

behavior. The same seahorse was always tested in the same test

tank at the fixed test time (i.e., 8:00–14:00). Moreover, the test

tanks were rotated daily to eliminate the possible effects of

orientation memory and the light intensity. The temperature

in the test tanks was the same as that in the isolation tanks.
PI calculations

To analyze the preferred or non-preferred color choice and

the intensity of the response to colored background, the PI for

individual seahorses over the 7 test days was calculated

according to Maia and Volpato (2016) with a little

modification. As an example, the PI calculation of blue color

preference in seahorse 1 is presented in Table 1. First, the time

(Rt) that individual seahorse visited blue compartment was

registered daily, from D1 to D7 (step 1). Then, the cumulative

time (Ct) of seahorse 1 in blue background was calculated over

the test days (step 2, e.g., when Dn = 3, Ct3 = Rt1 + Rt2 + Rt3).

Considering that the most recent choices might highly impact on

the preference, the area above the line built from the XY axes (X

axis, test number; Y axis, step 1) was calculated to present

the variation over time and more recent choices [step 3, e.g.,

Dn = 3, Area3 = (Ct3 – Ct2) × 5/2]. The cumulative area above

the cumulative frequency line of each colored compartment

was calculated (step 4, e.g., Dn = 3, Cumulative area3 = Area1 +

Area2 + Area3). Expected area (step 5) was the mean of

cumulative areas (step 4) from all the tested color in the

respective test number of the seahorse [e.g., when Dn = 3,

Expected area3 = (Cumulative area3 of blue + Cumulative

area3 of red + Cumulative area3 of white + Cumulative area3
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
of black + Cumulative area3 of green + Cumulative area3 of

yellow)/6]. Variation of cumulative area was the value that the

cumulative area minus ExA (step 6 = step 4 − step 5). Finally, the

PIs (step 7) were calculated from the cumulative data of step 6

(for example, when Dn = 3, PI3 = ExAf
1 + ExAf

2+ ExAf
3). Finally,

a PI of 1529.15 based on a 7-day test was calculated to present

the preference for blue color in seahorse 1. The same procedure

was applied to PI calculation of each seahorse for each color as

well. The PI value ranges from the negative to positive, of which

any positive value was considered as preferred color and negative

value as non-preferred color. The value of each PI indicates the

intensity of the response, which means that the larger the PI, the

stronger the color preference.
Binary choice test and “knock-at-the-
door” test

On the basis of the PIs, we found that the lined seahorse

preferred for white and blue and avoided black and red

backgrounds. To further confirm the results achieved with PI,

a binary choice test and a “knock-at-the-door” test

were performed.

On day 11, we applied the binary choice test to clarify the

individual seahorses’ first chosen background compartment

after they moved across the aversive route (Maia et al., 2017).

The test aquaria were made in a “Y” shape, constituted of a long

route (chamber III) with two exits at the upper end to chamber I

and II, respectively (Figure 1B). The chamber III was a “V” shape

and covered with black PVC tape to make it as an aversive area

to make sure the seahorse would across this section to make a

binary choice, which black had been manifested to be the most
TABLE 1 Step-by-step preference index (PI) calculation seahorse 1 and blue color as an example.

Test Day
(Dn)

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
Raw Time

(Rt)a
Cumulative
Time (Ct)b

Areac Cumulative
Aread

Expected Area
(ExA)e

Variation of Cumulative Area
From the ExAf

Preference
Index (PI)g

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.36 −3.36 −3.36

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.36 −3.36 −6.71

3 30.62 30.62 76.54 76.54 25.30 51.24 44.53

4 37.82 68.43 132.36 208.90 58.30 150.60 195.13

5 45.53 113.97 204.90 413.80 100.31 313.49 508.62

6 31.93 145.90 175.63 589.43 149.99 439.44 948.06

7 28.78 174.68 187.09 776.53 195.44 581.09 1529.15
The procedure was independently calculated on the basis of each color choice for each seahorse.
a. Time obtained in each daily test.

b. otn
t3
Rt.

c. Areas above the cumulative time-line are calculated for each daily test. Arean = ((Ct)n − (Ct)n−1)*(2n − 1)/2

d. otn
t3
Area.

e. Mean of cumulative areas from each color in the respective test number and seahorse. The ExA is calculated from data of all tested choice options at tn for seahorse 1.
f. Data from Step 4 to Step 5.
g. Cumulative data of Step 6.
Grey box showed the final PI value.
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non-preferred color for the lined seahorse. As the lined seahorse

were normally cultured in gray, white, or black tanks, to avoid a

learned bias, blue and red were selected as the most preferred

and the most non-preferred color, respectively. Thus, chambers I

and II were covered by either blue or red PVC tape to create the

most preferred or the least preferred option, respectively. A

transparent plastic door was set up at the low end of chamber III

to create an acclimation area. After 5 min of acclamation, the

door was carefully removed, and the seahorse would cross over

the black aversive route toward to chamber I or II as assumed.

The behavior was recorded for 10 min, and the first chosen

compartment was recorded. After the test, seahorses were

returned to the respective isolation tanks.

A “knock-at-the-door” test was conducted on day 12. We

supposed that the color choice of the stressed (i.e., “knock-at-

the-door” test) lined seahorse would be consistent with that at

unstressed (i.e., background color preference test) situation. We

applied a 30-s air exposure to the lined seahorse, which has been

widely used to induce an acute physiological stress response in

fishes (Pickering and Pottingger, 1989; Thomson et al., 2011;

Skrzynska et al., 2018), and confined the seahorse in the

transparent plastic cylinder that was placed in center of the

test tank (Figure 1). Behaviors in the cylinder were recorded

immediately for 10 min, to allow seahorse fully expressing the

response to color under stress. On the basis of preliminary

observations (i.e., after a 30-s air exposure, the seahorse

repetitively knocked the cylinder wall toward a specific-colored

compartment with its snout in an upright posture and attempted

to get access), the knock behavior is defined as the seahorse

knocks the cylinder wall with its snout toward different colored

compartments. Thus, we registered the frequency of the knock

toward individual color compartment for further analysis. After

the test, seahorses were returned as well.
Bold–shy personality screening assays

After 3 days of recovery, the bold–shy personality of all the

seahorses used for background color preference test was

screened by new environment and novel object test according

to Freret-Meurer and Alves (2018) and Toms et al. (2011) with a

little modification. All seahorses were fasting for 24 h prior to

test. The assay was individually conducted in a white

polyethylene tank (60 × 45 × 45 cm) with a transparent plastic

tube provided as holdfast placed in the middle of the tank for the

seahorse, to create a new environment different from the

transparent glass tank where seahorse was cultured. Three

behaviors of seahorse have been demonstrated (Freret-Meurer

and Alves, 2018): a) inspecting the new habitat: seahorses exhibit

the behavior of swimming throughout the aquarium; b)

protection: grasping the holdfast and still; and c) rest: grasping

the holdfast with active movement, such as body or head

wiggling. After 5 min of acclimation in a corner of the
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
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seahorse was released gently. The following behavioral

parameters were measured: 1) the total time of swimming and

2) the latency to grasp the holdfast. The behaviors were recorded

for 30 min and scored later. About 1 h after the new

environment test, when the seahorses were in the rest state, a

green plastic plant was introduced in front of the seahorse as a

novel object. Then, another 30 min was recorded: 1) the total

time of the first protection state; 2) the total time of the

protection state; and 3) the latency to change the holdfast. A

total of 31 seahorses were individually tested due to missing one.

The personality score for individual seahorse was calculated by

principal components analysis (PCA).
Data analysis

The recorded behaviors were analyzed by one person to

minimize the observer bias. The data of PI and knock frequency

toward individual-colored backgrounds that failed to meet the

normality by a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test were analyzed with a

non-parametric test (i.e., Kruskal–Wallis test). If the Kruskal–

Wallis test result was significant, then a post hoc test (Dunn test

with Bonferroni adjustment) was applied. A Chi-square test was

used to test whether the seahorse chosen the blue or red color as

the expected in the binary choice test. A r × c contingency table

Chi-square test was applied to test the significant difference

between the colored backgrounds in the frequency of seahorses

that prefer and do not prefer. If outcome variables were

statistically significant, then a post hoc test using partitions of

Chi-square method with Bonferroni adjustment was followed.

Kendall’s tau-b correlation analysis was conducted to reveal the

correlation between PI and the personality score. To screen the

shy–bold continuum behavior, behavior responses from the new

environment and novel object trials were standardized and

collapsed into the principal component composite score by

PCA. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin test for sample adequacy was

greater than 0.5, and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was

significant (P< 0.05), indicating that PCA is suitable. The

principal component scores were weighted by the contribution

rate of each principal component to get the principal component

composite score.
Results

The colored background preference of
the lined seahorse

The final PIs of the lined seahorse that responded to the

colored backgrounds over the 7 test days are presented

in Figure 2. The PIs were significantly (Kruskal–Wallis test, P<

0.0001) different among individual background colors, ranking
frontiersin.org
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in descending order as follows: white (median PI = 900.81),

blue (median PI = 385.91), green (median PI = −376.80), yellow

(median PI = −518.34), black (median PI = −568.03), and red

(median PI = −620.13). Post hoc pairwise comparison outcomes

are presented in Figure 2. Moreover, all tested seahorses for red

background had negative PI value, whereas either preference or

non-preference responses for the other colors were found.

Figure 3 shows the results of a r × c contingency table Chi-

square test with the number of the seahorse showing preference

(positive PIs) or non-preference (negative PIs) compared among

colors (Figure 3A) and with the number of the seahorse with

most preference or most non-preference compared among

colors (Figure 3B), followed by a post hoc test with partitions

of Chi-square method and Bonferroni adjustment. The results

indicate that the two frequencies are significantly ( c25 = 89.949,

P< 0.0001, Figure 3A; c25 = 53.826, P< 0.0001, Figure 3B)

associated with colors, respectively. Post hoc tests for the two

analyses indicated that more lined seahorses expressed the

preference for white and blue than for red and black, whereas

more seahorses disliked the red and black than white and blue

(P< 0.05, Figures 3A, B).
Verification of the color preference by
binary choice test and “knock-at-the-
door” test

The binary choice test shows that significantly more

seahorses entered the blue than red (28 versus 4, c21 = 18, P<

0.0001) as the first chosen background compartment after across

the long black route (Figure 4A). Generally, when the door

opened, the seahorse would swim out of the acclimation area and

crossed the black route toward either the blue or red chamber
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
within 2 min and remained in the first chosen compartment. In

the “knock-at-the-door” test (Figure 4B), the result shows that

the proportion of knock the lined seahorse toward different

colored compartments is significantly (Kruskal–Wallis test, P<

0.0001) associated with background color. The proportion that

the seahorse knocked white background was significantly (P<

0.05) higher than the remaining background colors. The lowest

frequency was found in red and black backgrounds.
Bold–shy personality and its relationship
with color preference

A total of five behavioral responses were recorded to

structure the seahorse personality. Two components were

derived (for component 1, Eigenvalue = 2.095; for component

2, Eigenvalue = 1.844), and each explains 41.909% and 36.889%

variation, respectively (Table 2A). Thus, we collapsed the

behaviors into the first and second component to calculate the

principal component score to characterize of individual

personality, as component matrix shown in Table 2B. The

personality score distribution for individuals as shown in

Figure 5 depicted the pronounced continuous variable with

range from −1.43 to 3.06. The increasing value represented a

stronger protective behavior and neophobia when faced a novel

subject and inactive swimming behavior in a new environment,

by which shyer seahorses were featured. Furthermore, we

analyzed the correlation between personality score obtained

from PCA values and PI of each color. The only significantly

positive correlation was identified between personality score and

the PI of white background (Kendall’s tau-b, P = 0.02, Table 3),

indicating the shyer the seahorse was, the more preference white

background color it displayed. The figure showing the actual
FIGURE 2

The final PIs of the lined seahorse indicating the intensity of preference for each color. Different capital letters indicate the significant differences
of preferred options among the colors of red, yellow, black, green, blue, and white (Kruskal–Wallis test, P< 0.0001). Preference is showed as
positive values and non-preference is showed as negative values. The more positive the value is, higher preference the seahorse is; N = 32.
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data points and the correlation line tendency of PI of white

background with personality score is presented in

Supplementary Figure 2. No significant correlation was

identified for the other background color preference with

personality score (Kendall’s tau-b, P > 0.05).
Discussion

Color resources in the environment can affect fishes’ social,

cognitive, and affective responses (de Abreu et al., 2020). Many

fish species exhibit specific color preference on account of the

distinct evolutionary and ecological history (Egger et al., 2011;

Selz et al., 2014). In the present study, we found that the lined

seahorse preferred white and blue color backgrounds and
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
avoided red and black ones in captivity, and the color

preference was consistent under unstressed and stress

situations. More importantly, our pioneering study explored

for the first time the relationship between personality trait and

color preference in fishes, as shy seahorses showed stronger

protection, neophobia, and inactive swimming behavior in

contrast to the bold ones. The shyer the seahorse was, the

more preference for white background it displayed.
The preference for white and
blue background

It has been reported that inhabiting in the adapted color

enables fishes simultaneously to minimize the energy investment
A

B

FIGURE 3

Frequency of preference and non-preference (A), and the most preference and most non-preference (B) responses of the seahorse to different
colors. Different small or capital letters indicate significant differences among the colors in respective pairwise comparisons (N = 32).
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of color adaption to achieve growth and physical conditions and

to reduce predator risk (Li et al., 2012; Rodgers et al., 2013).

Many fish species have been demonstrated the preference for

blue color (Li et al., 2016; Park et al., 2016; Maia et al., 2017; Roy

et al., 2019), as blue color improves reproduction (Volpato et al.,

2004) and growth (Ruchin, 2004) and reduces stress (Volpato

and Barreto, 2001; Karakatsouli et al., 2008; Maia and Volpato,

2013). In the present study, we revealed that the lined seahorse

has strong preference for blue background color as well. This

may explain why the survival rate of low-quality juveniles of the

lined seahorse cultured in blue tank (72.0%) was significantly

higher than that in gray (49.6%) ones (Zhang et al., 2020).

Seahorses prefer inhabiting shallow waters of marine and

estuarine ecosystems where more blue light than green and

yellow lights penetrate (Chiang et al., 2011) and grasp coral reefs,

sea-grass beds, rocky, and mangrove roots to hide (Lourie et al.,

1999),. Thus, it is not surprised that most fish species including

the lined seahorse prefer for blue color. Meanwhile, the PIs

imply that the lined seahorse mostly preferred white

background. This might be related to their experience in early
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
development that also affects the color preference (DePasquale

et al., 2016). For example, Li et al. (2016) showed that juvenile

turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) more frequently occupied the

white background than other colored background after a 60-day

adaptation to white background. In the present study, the lined

seahorse was cultured originally under a light gray background,

quite close to white condition. In addition, against white

background would make food object more visible, probably

accounting for the white background preference (Amiya et al.,

2008; Sunuma et al., 2009).
The non-preference for black and
red background

Red color is suggested having some disruptive effect on

growth in some fish species (Ruchin, 2004; Karakatsouli et al.,

2010). Maia et al. (2021) recommended red shelters should be

avoided in juvenile Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus)

aquaculture. Unanimously, all 32 tested seahorses show a
A

B

FIGURE 4

Binary choice test (A) and “knock-at-the-door” test (B) to verify the color preference. (A) Frequency of the seahorse entering blue chamber is
significantly (Chi-square test, P< 0.0001) higher than red chamber. (B) The proportion of knock against the cylinder wall toward different
colored backgrounds after a 30-s air exposure differs significantly (Kruskal–Wallis test, P< 0.0001, post hoc test with Dunn test and Bonferroni
adjustment, N = 32). Different capital letters indicate significant differences among the colors.
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strong non-preference for black and red backgrounds. It is

widely accepted that the “behavioral background matching” or

“cryptic coloration” strategy is adopted in fishes to best match

the habitats with coloration for concealment and avoiding

predators (Kjernsmo and Merilaita, 2012; Rodgers et al., 2013;

Phillips et al., 2017). Obviously, the hypothesis does not apply to

the lined seahorse, because the tested seahorses were the black in
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
body color, and 90.6% of the seahorses showed black color

avoidance in the present study. Seahorses, a group of habitat

mimicry or crypsis species, can rapidly translate the color that

they see in the surroundings and accurately display the color

through the skin (Stevens and Merilaita, 2011; Duarte et al.,

2019). We inferred that the lined seahorses may adapt

themselves to the color in nature or cultured environment,
FIGURE 5

The bold–shy axis of the lined seahorse identified on the basis of personality score by the principal components analysis (PCA) (N = 31).
TABLE 2 Eigen explain (A) and component matrix (B) in terms of behavioral responses of the lined seahorse to assess the bold–shy axis for
personality identification.

A

Axis Eigenvalues Percentage % Cum. Percentage %

1 2.095 41.909 41.909

2 1.844 36.889 78.797
B

PCA 1 PCA 2
Loading Loading

The total time of protection 0.909 0.024

The first total time of protection 0.827 0.215

The latency to change holdfast 0.745 0.050

The total time of swimming −0.124 0.951

The latency to grab holdfast −0.126 0.944
fron
TABLE 3 Pairwise correlations between background color preference and personality score.

Background Red Black Yellow Green Blue White

Personality Score r −0.123 −0.103 −0.216 0.018 −0.115 0.285

P 0.322 0.408 0.083 0.884 0.355 0.022
tie
Data were shown with the Kendall’s tau-b and corresponding P values. The only significant (P = 0.022) positive correlation was with bold font detected in white color.
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rather than selecting a habitat that has the similar color as their

own body coloration.

Unusually, in 24 days after birth of the yellow seahorse (H.

kuda), darker background (red, green, blue, and black) rearing

had a higher growth than lighter background (yellow and

transparent) (Pawar et al., 2011), whereas in pelagic phase

longsnout seahorse (H. reidi), the tank color did not affect the

growth and survival (Hora et al., 2017). Strains should be

considered in the color-related behaviors (Vignet et al., 2013).

Furthermore, age is demonstrated to affect the color preference

in zebrafish (Danio rerio). As for larval zebrafish, the preference

for light over dark background revealed the “survival” adaptive

behavioral strategies (Bai et al., 2016). Nevertheless, adult

zebrafish showed the dislike of bright light or white areas to

avoid predators (Kysil et al., 2017). It should be mentioned here

that background color preference was not biased by colored

compartments position in test tank. Individual PI profile over

time (Supplementary Figure 1) exhibiting consistent responses

further supports the assumption. Interestingly, the PI of green

background did not differ significantly from that of either blue or

yellow background (Figure 2), which might be related to that

green light that is the second highest amount of sunlight in

shallow waters of the ocean.
Bold–shy personality involved in
background color preference

The bold–shy axis in personality greatly affects the decision-

making, especially in unpredictable environments, that varied

greatly among individuals (Freret-Meurer and Alves, 2018). The

bold individuals are more active, have courage in exploration,

and are willing to take more risks and learn faster versus the shy

ones (Sneddon, 2003; Martins et al., 2012). The bold longsnout

seahorse readily inspected new habitats and objects, whereas the

shy ones were inactivity and had neophobia response to

novelties (Freret-Meurer and Alves, 2018). Similarly, the shy

lined seahorse presented a stronger protection behavior and

neophobia when confronted a novel object and had an inactive

swimming behavior in a new environment, in contrast to the

bold ones. As the color preference in the lined seahorse was

consistent across situations, it is necessary to explore whether

color preference could be a personality trait as well. Interestingly,

the personality score has significant positive correlation with

white color preference, suggesting that the white color

preference could be used as an indicator to identify personality

in the lined seahorse. However, it should be firmly confirmed

whether the preference for blue is correlated with the personality

in the future study. Nevertheless, whether background color of
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
culture tank affects the personality, behaviors, physiology, and

growth of the lined seahorse is worth further study.
Conclusion

In general, the lined seahorse displayed intense preference

for white and blue background and avoidance of black and red

background in either stressed or unstressed situation.

Furthermore, the shy seahorses show defensive and neophobia

behavior in contrast to the bold ones. A positive correlation that

the shyer the individual, the more preference for white

coloration suggests that color preference could be used as an

indicator to identify bold–shy personality in the lined seahorse.

Overall, on the basis of the findings of the present study, white or

blue background color is recommended to be the optimal

background colors for rearing the lined seahorse.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

Individual profiles of preference (positive PIs) and non-preference
(negative PIs) responses of the l ined seahorse to different

background color conditions (X axis: Test Day; Y axis: Preference
Index (PI), N = 32).
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2

The actual data points and the correlation line tendency of PI of white
background (Y axis) with personality score (X axis) (N = 31).
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